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Administration Order   
An Administration Order places a company into Administration. The Order protects the company as it prevents creditors from taking legal 
action against it. This enables your Administrator to focus on devising a feasible sale or restructuring plan.

Either a creditor or the company’s directors can apply to the court for the business to obtain an Administration Order. Once granted,  
a Licensed Insolvency Practitioner will take control of the business and assets of the company.

For further information, please contact Lynn Gibson or another member of our Insolvency Team at Gibson Hewitt, who will guide you 
through the process, which is follows:  

Seek the advice of an 
Insolvency Practitioner  
to act as Administrator
First and foremost, you will need to obtain 

an Administration Order and appoint an 

Administrator. 

The Administrator will have control over  

your business and its assets during the 

Administration process.

The Administrator will 
contact creditors and 
Companies House
The Administrator will write to both of the 
above to confirm their appointment. 

This information will also be published  
in The Gazette.

The Administrator will 
consider the options 
Is it appropriate to trade the business 
and offer it for sale as a going concern 
during the Administration?

Is it possible to negotiate a Company 
Voluntary Arrangement (CVA) so that 
the company can continue trading?

Have major creditors been consulted? 
What was the outcome?   

Market the business effectively 
If a sale is decided, the business should be marketed as widely as possible, proportionate to the nature and size of the business. The following must be given consideration:

a) The marketing strategy must be clear  and justifiable. 
b) It must be adequate and independent.c) The Administrator also must consider  how the marketing strategy will achieve  the best results.

Connected par
ty transactions

 

A sale can be made to a connected party 

but careful consideration must be given. Full 

disclosure will be required with regards to:  

a) Details of the transaction.

b) Parties involved. 

c) Whether the pre-pack pool was consulted, 

and a copy of their opinion.

Sale agree
d

The sale of the business will be negotiated 

and effected by the Administrator.

Sale and distribution of proceeds
Once the sale of the business is effected, notification of the sale must be provided to creditors within seven days of the 
transaction. This is along with full disclosure  of the transaction and parties involved.

Proceeds of the sale will then enable 
distribution to creditors.    
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